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The XO Unity features a simplistic, 
leak free, top filling system 

To fill your XO Unity, hold 
ridges on top cap of the device 
and twist watching for the top 
openings to align with inner 
ports.

Once ports are aligned place 
the 2.6mm nib of your e-liquid 
bottle directly into one of the 
two 3.1mm filling ports in the 
top of the device. Be careful 
not to insert the nozzle into 
the centre shaft. 

Gently squeeze to fill with 
e-liquid, a visual check can be 
made through the front glass. 
Fill the tank until full. 

Once filled, twist top cap back 
until the ports are closed. Press 
the button 5 times to switch 
device on. Press button and 
inhale to vape.  

UNITYUNITY

Uniting power and flavour in a slick design, 
the XO Unity is an excellent, easy to use, all 
in one device. 

It is the perfect starter kit 
for users looking to make 
the switch from traditional 
tobacco or as the next step 
in a vapers journey. 

Combining top dual-lined 
airflow control and extended 
battery capacity, this starter 
kit marries excellent flavour 
with satisfying vapour 
production - resulting in 
an all-day consistent vape.

Kit Contents

- Slick & Powerful Design
- Excellent Flavour
- Simple to use 
- High Density Finish 
- In-Built 1600mAh Battery 
- Innovative top dual-lined airflow control
- Top-Fill
- Adjustable Airflow 

1 x XO Unity (0.5Ohm 
SS Coil pre-installed)
1 x USB Charger
1 x User Manual 
1 x 0.6% (w/v) nicotine
 XO E-liquid

1. Screw out the tank section from the main body 
2. Hold top section of tank and screw off base 
3. Screw out and discard old coil head
4. Prime coil head with 2-3 drops of e-liquid
5. Screw in new, primed coil head
6. Re-attach base section with new coil to tank
7. Re-attach tank to main body, fill tank via top filling 
port, re-attach top cap and enjoy
* Dependant on use, coils will need replacing every 
1-2 weeks or when flavours are compromised

HARDWAREHARDWARE

The XO coil can 
fit the entire XO 
hardware range. 

XO Coils

0.5Ohm SS - Perfect for temperature control (SS Mode) 
vaping or higher wattages and direct lung inhales.

1.8Ohm Kanthal - Tighter airflow draw through the coil. 
Perfect for mouth to lung inhales. (Not temperature 
mode compatible)

0.2Ohm Ni200 - Perfect for temperature control (Ni Mode) 
vaping and direct lung inhales. (Please note these coils only 
work in XO Dynamic and  XO Cloudchaser kits)

0.2Ω NI200
(Temperature control)

0.5Ω SS
(direct lung inhale)

1.8Ω Kanthal
(Mouth to lung inhale)

Caution: 
1. These coils utilize organic cotton wick, please do not heat 
the coils unless they are in a tank filled with e-liquid.
2. It is recommended to saturate the coil prior to vaping, 
please allow 3 minutes for coil to saturate before using. 

Warning

This product is not intended for use by anyone under the 
age of 18 or non-smokers. Do not operate or heat the coil 
outside of its designed tank. Doing so may cause serious 
injury as the coil can reach high temperatures. Seek 
medical advice if you are unwell or are pregnant. 

Liberty Flights is not liable for any malfunction of any mods 
or battery, injury or death related to use of separate 
batteries and mods made by other manufacturers.
 
Do not operate in the rain. Do not expose to water when 
attached to a battery device or charger. Only charge using 
suggested charger (not a mobile phone charger), this can 
be found at the link below; https://www.liberty-flights.co.uk/
Chargers/Generic-Chargers

To learn more about our products and their 
usage please visit www.liberty-flights.co.uk

E X P E R T S  I N  V A P I N G

The XO E-liquid range is lovingly crafted in the 
UK with passion, skill and strong scientific 
credentials. The Liberty Flight’s team of 
flavourists strive to create the very best flavours 
available. The XO range of e-liquids are 
available in a 50/50 VG/PG base and a Heavy 
VG range making them the perfect companion 
for the XO line of hardware. 

  

Recommended E-liquid

E LIQUIDE LIQUID

Tank

Coil

see www.liberty-flights.com for full range
XO Coil       XO Tank   XO Dynamic  XO Cloudchaser

Premier Kit    XO Unity       XO Style
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8-9 Arkwright Court, Darwen
Lancashire, BB3 0FG 
Tel. 0345 256 9008

There are no recorded medical 
side effects for this product.


